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A Ukrainian serviceman inspects a newly completed “combat buggy” in a yard
of a workshop in Zaporizhzhia, amid the Russian invasion of Ukraine. 

Fashion day dzair is back again, with its sixth edition for the fashion lovers in
Algeria. The event was organized by Rayan Prince and Mahdi at the international
conferences center (CIC) Alger, to preserve the traditional Algerian culture dress

and introduce it to the world. 

At a workshop in Zaporizhzhia in
southern Ukraine, mechanics are
hard at work turning rally cars into

vehicles that can be used to fight Russian
troops on the frontline. They change muf-
flers, remove sports tuning and change
the interiors to create pared-down vehi-
cles-all under the supervision of business-
man Volodymyr Tarkhov. Before the
Russian invasion, the 32-year-old pro-
duced fibreglass catamarans and kayaks.
Since the start of the war, Tarkhov said he

and his friends have converted around 30
ordinary passenger cars for the military.

Now they are completing work on a
“combat buggy” with the engine from a
Russian Lada model used by Ukrainian
rally drivers-their second such conver-
sion. They took out doors, made it qui-
eter and added a large hole at the front
through which to shoot with a machine
gun. Welder Maxym Sendukov, 33, said
the new muffler wil l  make the car
almost completely inaudible to the ene-

my. “The goal is to make the car a little
quieter to be able to pass by and stay
invisible,” he said.

ʻComfortable for soldiersʼ 
In the early days of the Russian inva-

sion, the mechanics were busy building
anti-tank obstacles and installing concrete
blocks to protect the entry points to the
city. Their car conversion is sponsored by
local businessmen who buy metal and car
parts. “In general we are just making the

car comfortable for soldiers to sit in it or
get out,” said Yevgen, 45, whose role is to
strip out the car to prepare it for welding.

He said the soldiers who have been
using the other buggy the team produced
have said it is “very fast and easily
manoeuvrable”. “It is very useful in intelli-
gence and military missions,” he said.
One of the soldiers who had come to
inspect the car, a 50-year-old with the call-
sign “Mamai”, said there were not enough
cars for soldiers operating on the frontline.

He said many vehicles brought to the
frontline were being sourced by volun-
teers. “Jeeps and minibuses are needed
at the frontline to move lots of people”.
For “Mamai”, the advantage of the “com-
bat buggy” was that all the passengers
could shoot on all sides of the car. “We
will take the car today and take it to our
positions,” he said. — AFP

In this photograph members of the volunteer Sheikh Mansour battalion Mansour
(center), Islam (left) and Asadulla (right) speak to an AFP journalist during an
interview in the town of Zaporizhzhia, amid the Russian invasion of Ukraine.

Volodymyr Tarkhov looks on during an interview at his workshop in
Zaporizhzhia, amid the Russian invasion of Ukraine.— AFP photos

Models present creations during the Fashion
day dzair show to preserve the traditional

Algerian culture dress in Algeria.


